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Education

+
University of Chicago, Harris School of Public Policy Chicago, USA
Master in Research Methods
Graduate level courses: Econometrics, Microeconomics and Machine Learning

+
Jawaharlal Nehru University New Delhi, India
MA Economics

+
The LNM Institute of Information Technology Jaipur, India
B.Tech in Computer and Communication Engineering

Research Interest
I am interested in pursuing a research agenda at the intersection of climate impact and the role of state capacity
and firms in mitigation and adaptation.

Research Experience
At UChicago and StanfordU, I have gained valuable core research skills. Examples of task includes, experiment
research design, data wrangling, econometric analysis and producing clear and concise research output in
graphical form.

+
Stanford University* Stanford
Research Data Associate with Prof. Marshall Burke at Center for Food Security and Environment 2019-present

+
University of Chicago Chicago
Research Apprentice with Asst.Prof Amir Jina and Tamma Carleton at EPIC 2018-2019

At J-PAL SA, I managed 3 different field experiments/projects. In the true spirit of a field research position,
day-to-day tasks had a wide variation. List includes, but not limited to, setting up the first phone survey
operation of J-PAL SA, managing government relations, designing survey questionnaire, executing field surveys,
data wrangling.

+

Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL), South Asia India
Senior Research Associate (field) with Prof. Paul Niehaus, Karthik Muralidharan, UC San Diego
Prof. Jeremy Magruder, UC Berkeley 2014-2017

Technical Expertise
+ Proficient in STATA, R, GIS, Python and Machine Learning Algorithms

References
Marshall Burke
+ Associate Professor, Dept. of Earth System Science, Stanford University
+ Email: mburke@stanford.edu
Amir Jina
+ Assistant Professor, Harris School of Public Policy, University of Chicago
+ Email: amirjina@uchicago.edu
Paul Niehaus
+ Associate Professor, Department of Economics, UC San Diego
+ Email: pniehaus@ucsd.edu
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Research in progress

+ Deriving a global infant mortality pollution response curve for developing countries, with Marshall
Burke and Sam Heft-Neal

Abstract : In recent years, poor air quality has become recognized as one of the leading
global health risks, with particularly severe adverse effects thought to occur in developing
countries. However, due to lack of rel iable air quality and health data, our understanding of
health impacts from pollution in developing countries are largely informed by relationships
estimated in wealthy countries, which may not be representative due to differences in pol-
lution sources, l iving condit ions, and access to healthcare among other factors. Estimating
pollution exposure responses is further complicated by the fact that , in many cases, local
economic activity changes both air quality and the health profi le of local populations, po-
tential ly confounding estimates of mortal i ty risk. Here we address these joint challenges by
combining global satel l i te derived estimates of particulate matter exposure with survey data
covering more than 5.6 mill ion births across 56 developing countries, and by employing an
instrumental variable modeling approach which exploits variat ion in PM exposure caused
by flexibly modeled changes in wind patterns. This variat ion is plausibly unrelated to
child health except through its impact on pollution levels , and offers a quasi-experimental
approach to isolating infant mortal i ty responses to changes in local air quality.

+ Deriving an infant mortality temperature response curve in presence of competing risk for sub-
saharan Africa, with Marshall Burke and Sam Heft-Neal

Abstract : In recent years, cl imate science li terature has generated evidence of the link
between exposure to temperature anomalies and infant mortal i ty. Almost al l of exist ing
research estimates a direct effect of temperature dose result ing in a U-shape curve. How-
ever, est imating infant mortal i ty effects for African countries remains an open problem as
replication of most exist ing research generates counter-intuit ive results , ie temperature
anomalies decrease infant mortal i ty. Based on recent work by Mordecai at al . we hypothesize
a "malaria channel" through which temperature can exert opposite effect . Mordecai et al .
shows that the transmission rate of malaria vectors is a function of temperature and peaks at
a much lower temperature than previously thought. Using both time variant ( country*year)
and time invariant (dhs cluster), we generate a temperature response function condit ional
on local malaria risk.

+ Do criminal candidates get more votes in Indian state elections? Evidence from three election cycles
in India.
Abstract : Crime and Polit ics have always formed an unsavoury all iance in Indian polit ics .
Around one third of parl iamentary as well as state assemblies members face criminal charges.
For a candidate to win, there is essential ly a three-level sequential select ion mechanism:
(a) Self-Selection, (b) Selection by Party, and (c ) Voter Selection. I explore the voter
selection phenomenon specif ical ly for candidate with prior criminal convict ion. The Indian
legislat ion works in a central ized way where almost al l policy decisions are taken by high
level party off icials , who may or may not hold any hold and representative off ice, and all
elected representative was legally bound to vote along party lines. Consequently, voters
have very limited and weak signal regarding performance of their elected representative
in a formal sense, but they (representatives) are routinely assessed on how much "share
of the pie" they can bring to their electorate in terms of public money expenditure. Under
these circumstances, the effect of candidate’s other characterist ics particularly felonious
activit ies become an empirical question. To answer this , I use candidate level data for
last 3 state elections across 4 Indian states to test the effect of having a criminal status
on vote share. Using an election-by-party fixed effect and controll ing for candidate and
constituency level covariates, I f ind posit ive effect of having a criminal status on vote share
across 3 specif ications.
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